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volvo museum of automotive history

VMoAH
volvo museum of automotive history
simultaneous exploration of personal interaction and material product
The Volvo Museum of Automotive History places people and product in direct physical
contact. The visitor travels on a path towards a closer personal relationship with the product, understanding its history, components and underlying generative concepts. Visitors will
gain valuable information about Volvo’s products, but they will not feel forced to purchase
anything. They may later decide to purchase a Volvo because they have reached a total
understanding of the product and recognize it as a logically optimal solution to a personal
need.
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introduction

VMoAH

The automobile is a critical element in the life of its owner.
People who own a vehicle and rely on it in their everyday lives develop
a degree of personal relationship with this machine, whether positive
or negative. Why spend time in a car that does not fit your personal
needs, shares with you no emotional connectivity, and that you know
little to nothing about?
The heavily commercialized automobile market has become
centered upon the accelerated “sign and drive, no money down” method
of reeling customers in quickly and sending them back out the door with
keys to a vehicle that they have not properly researched. Snap decisions
like these are the catalyst of an unsuccessful car-to-driver relationship
that can be avoided if proper personal and empirical research is conducted on the automobile first, in a stressless environment amongst
others who are striving towards the same goal of successful vehicle
selection.
The root of the problem of improper vehicle selection lies in the
im o greatly on a vehicle everyday should have the opportunity to logically choose an appropriate vehicle that suits them both physically and
emotionally. This opportunity can be born in an organization that offers historical background, current acheivments, conceptual ideas, and
a strong emphasis on personal interaction and discovery. A place that
provides a way to properly research and familiarize oneself with an
automobile prior to purchase will result in more people bringing “the car”
home.
There is a need for a place that will tangibly replace the
countless hours spent motionlessly, solitarily, and impersonally online
researching something that the consumer will physically interact with.
The automobiles within the Volvo Museum of Automotive History will
act as ‘vehicles’ for personal interaction and discovery.
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VMoAH
the vehicle as the facilitator of human interaction
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VMoAH
[problem statement/themes]
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problem

VMoAH

The Internet is now aiding in consumer automotive research;
something that was once an entirely physical endeavor. Research
tasks that were once materially interactive are now being completed
while seated, staring impersonally into a static computer screen. People sit in voluntary solitary confinement as they select and purchase
essential products that they rely greatly upon in their daily lives before
ever laying a finger on them.
The result is an elevated potential for dissatisfaction in the purchase. This dissatisfaction may go unnoticed in small-scale purchases,
but in the case of something so substantial in terms of monetary cost,
frequency of use, and high level of reliance (such as an automobile) it
will become glaring over time.
The chosen solitary confinement that people commit themselves to when researching potential purchases not only forfeits the
possibility of interpersonal interaction in the task, but can also allow
manufacturers to sell products based solely on the image that they
create for them, rather than the quality, function, and efficiency of the
product itself.
Should an individual purchase an expensive suit without first
having it tailored to exact fitment specifications?
The automobile may not be something that is worn, but it is
the container in which the average automobile owner will spend a
large amount of hours per week.
A product so physical and financially substantial needs to be
fully investigated and experienced by the consumer before it is committed to. Leasing has become very popular, and this may be related to
a lack of a developed personal connection with the automobile. If the
proper vehicle is chosen, the consumer should have developed a deep
level of personal attachment to it as to not be so eager to rid their life of
it after a mere three years.
Traditional dealerships are profit-driven enterprises that exist
only to usher in and out product. A new method of vehicle reserach is
necessary in order to bring people in close contact with the product prior
to feeling forced to purchase it, and to spark discussions and explorations with others who may be able to aid them in a better selection.
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problem
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DIRECT physical interaction with people and material is necessary for an individual to best understand and interpret consumer
research. Reliance upon impersonal positive consumer reviews either
read in print or online [which could have been generated by an individual
with varying standards from your own] as a tool for product selection
is a flawed process. Physical testing of the prospective object for purchase, observation of its history and the methods in which its key features were generated paired with live, physical discussion with other
potential buyers/researchers are the only ways to ensure that a total
understanding of such an influential product in daily life [automobile] has
been achieved before purchase.
A new place for automotive learning, exploration, and discovery is the answer for this problem. Why pay $300+ per month only to
lack the complete satisfaction that might have been overlooked, every
time you get behind the wheel?
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the car can bring happiness: [driving is freedom]
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[project statement/intentions]
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[“...the museum exists more as an evolving idea than a
treasure house.”]
-Lowry, 10

VMoAH

The Volvo Museum of Automotive History is a culmination of
many generations of the carmaker’s vehicle design and development,
paired with currently-produced vehicles and developmental concepts.
This combination of programmatic elements in one space is an effort to take Internet research, review, exploration, and purchase of an
automobile and re-insert it all into a physical and social environment.
The project will place the potential consumer in direct contact with the
brand of vehicle that he or she has chosen to research and/or buy, as
well as other human beings who are there for similar reasons.
People will work together, in a sense, in the research of the vehicles housed in the building. The context of a physical building occupied
by humans for this research rather than a faceless computer screen
will give the potential customers and curious explorers alike a much
richer experience of automobile research.
The VMoAH will not be pushy, it will not be suggestive of
purchase, instead it will exhibit historical precedents and mechanical
evaluations of the product, as well as current production models available for purchase in dealer showrooms throughout the country. The
goal will not be to sell; the goal will be to display beautiful vehicles and
innovative conceptual design, and if a visitor is appreciative of what
they see and has been planning on purchasing a vehicle, the VMoAH
may become their gateway to a Volvo purchase.
The building is a machine for research and exploration that
also houses machines. The programmatic function of the VMoAH is
solely museum, and there is nothing for sale within the structure.
Current auto dealerships are awkward settings for vehicle
research and exploration. These cluttered, pushy, and uncomfortable
places can be avoided by first visiting the VMoAH. From the labrynthlike parking lot to the high-pressure sales and lack of interaction among
customers, today’s typical automobile dealership is a failure. The
VMoAH isn’t a dealership, but it is a museum that contains the products of a dealership in a relaxed museum setting.

		

project themes and intentions
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[“... it appears that in the end, there can be no generally applicable
rules for the architecture of the museum, which of course must
meet a series of functional requirements. The claim on the one hand
to represent a place in which special things from the past will be
shown and conserved for the future, and on the other hand, to adequately represent the present in an ambience unique in each case
requires a specific amount of inventiveness per se, one that goes
beyond the limits of that which can be regulated.”]
-Naredi-Rainer, 9.
[“Architecture- its social relevance and formal invention- cannot be
dissociated from the events that “happen” in it.”]
- Bernard Tschumi

project themes and intentions

VMoAH

The VMoAH is an automobile world that will encourage personal interaction and is conceived and designed from a functionalist
standpoint of efficient, circulation and vehicle exhibition. It is not decorated with any excessive orniment, and although a designated path
through the galleries is intended, it is not forced upon visitors. Entry is
clear, and all accessible levels to the public are easily differentiated and
their programmatic functions clearly recognizable.
Vehicles are situated in cylindrical masses through the building
leaving no level of the structure without an automobile presence of
some degree. Constant visual interaction between levels is possible, as
well as observation of others exploring other parts of the program.
The VMoAH provides consumers with an opportunity to investigate automobiles as well as each other in an environment that is
clear, relaxed, and unified.
The intention of a visit to the VMoAH may be to view historic
vehicles or to research the purchase a new one, but the results of
the visit will most-likely be more informative than intended. Vehicles
within the program act as conversation pieces between people who
are investigating them. Opinions on new cars, theories on past designs,
suggestions for concepts of the future can all be discussed amongst
visitors of the museum. Upon exit, visitors will either have met a new
understanding of the carmaker, the desire to purchase a new Volvo of
their own, or the aquaintance of a new person.
The VMoAH negates the need to research Volvos at a dealership. It is a socially interactive place infused with learning and discovery. The Washington Street facade of the building is fairly transparent
in gallery areas in order to display the contents of the museum in an
effort to spark the interest of the potential visitor.
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interaction intertwines around and within the automobiles on display
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[program outline]
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VMoAH
The intended client/user profile is inclusive of the entire citizen
population of the world.
it is possible to see the origin of the conceptual design in the form
of current vehicular models
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[“...its ability to treat its galleries as a kind of laboratory in which to
engage the public with its programs and ideas.”]
--Lowry,10.

program narrative

VMoAH

Approaching the site of the newly constructed Volvo Museum
of Automotive History, the lack of parked cars that used to flood the site
is evident. Where have the cars gone, and what is this building which
has consumed this public parking lot? Upon nearing closer to the building
old and new vehicles contained within varying levels of the transparent facade beckon to be explored. It looks like a fragmented showroom
that sells pristine vintage automobiles. Or is it a museum that exhibits
new vehicles alongside old? It is a culmination of both. Can a new
vehicle showroom also be a museum? It can, and it is, for this is a
new kind of museum... a “showseum” if you will, a promenade through
varying vehicle types and themes leading as a historical trail of bread
crumbs to the treasure at the end that exists as the advanced new
vehicles awaiting perusal and exploration. A large plaza and cafe exist at ground level as a billboard to spark potential interest. The building is
welcoming. You do not feel pressured to enter; you want to enter.
The lobby is spacious and the volume extends through all levels of the building. There are plenty of spaces to relax and peruse the
program literature of the functions that surround you on varying levels.
Each public level penetrates the lobby in some way through the openair penetration of one piece of program into another.
The museum program begins immediately adjacent to the
lobby and cafe. Automotive exploration begins there and winds its
way through the different exhibits until the concept gallery is reached.
Overall the mood of the building is calm, with none of the
stresses of a typical dealership showroom.
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The [west plaza] opening onto Washington is easily
permeable from the sidewalk. It is a welcoming, light, and open area
that provides a haven to pedestrians who have become interested in
the building. The role of the plaza is to generate a portal between the
street and entry lobby in which visitors may prepare to explore the
contents of the building, and gather informational literature that will aid
in the process.
The [lobby] is the first interior space that is entered by the
visitor. This space will be flooded with the necessary information
required to thoroughly utilize the exhibits within the building.
The [coat room] offers a safe and convenient area for
patrons to check coats and other valuable belongings that they do not
wish to carry with them while traversing the building.
The [bathrooms] are located adjacent to each gallery in
order to provide patrons with easy access to facilities.
The [information center] is located within the lobby and
provides literarature that will give the visitor the direction he or she
needs to begin exploration of the exhibits of the VMoAH.
The [vehicle galleries] are arranged as a physical timeline
of all decades of Volvo automobiles beginning with the 1920s up
to the present date and into the future. These decades range from
distant history, to current production vehicles, to conceptual prototypes.
The galleries as a whole act to highlight the major trademarks of
Volvo’s strong design heritage and dedication to safety.
[“ The function of the museum as a place in which the special is
conserved and at the same time exhibited has certain consequences, firstly for the design of the entrance area. In the representative
museums of the nineteenth century, more or less distinctive formulae
of dignity from architectural history’s canon distinguish the entrance,
which almost always lies something in the building axis, and in that
way indicates that the interior contains something extraordinary.”]
-Naredi-Rainer, 39.

Each decade’s vehicle gallery is flanked by a [vehicle
component gallery] that exhibits items of marked importance
from that decade of Volvo’s vehicle development. These exhibits range
from mechanical items such as engines, and brakes, to safety items
like seatbelts and airbag technology.

program elements
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The [administration] spaces housed in the building are
located on intermediate levels between gallery floors. These areas are
accessible by separate elevators and keyed access doors for employees and any other cleared personell. Contained on administration
floors are offices, break rooms, conference rooms, projection rooms,
restrooms, and balconies. Each floor of administration is linked by a
pedestrian [skybridge].

VMoAH

The [cafe/shop] is accessible to visitors even if they do not
wish to travel through the museum galleries. The cafe’ will offer light
fare such as sandwiches, soft drinks, and coffee, while the museum
shop contained in the same area will feature Volvo brand items such
as apparrel and small-scale models of the vehicles on display in the
galleries.

The [parking level] is located directly below-grade beneath
the eastern half of the building, and acts as parking for museum staff
as well as storage of gallery vehicles not currently on display. A security office is located on this level. Also contained in the parking level are
mechanical cores and storage rooms.
A [vehicle elevator] extends from the parking level up
to each gallery floor and allows for vehicle circulation throughout the
entire museum.

[““Visitors see the cars alternately from higher, lower, closer and more
distant, frontal and more oblique points of view as they circulate
around. Access to the collection rooms is gained via a high staircase
- you enter at the higher level via the staircase then wander around
the cars at equal level.”]
-Van Berkel, 3.

program elements
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{“Inside the museum, the circulation generated by the arrangement
and linking of the individual spaces determines the quality of the
museum experience to at least as great an extent as the form or
character of the individual spaces.”}
[“The entrance to the museum, which is the seam between inside
and outside in a way represents the architectural interface between
the public and the content of the collection, triggers in the visitor a certain attitude of expectation, which is confirmed, modified or corrected
by the foyer or the entrance hall.”]
-Naredi-Rainer, 40.

[“The visitor is an active element in the exhibition, he uses his hands to
provoke nature and contemplates with emotion the way in which nature
responds.” ...”To come out of an exhibition with more questions (with more
doubts, even) than the ones that existed when entering is, precisely, a good
way of sizing up the value of an exhibition. To have something to resolve, to
hit upon a new analogy, to detect a paradox or a contradiction, to glimpse a
new idea, to suffer the assault of a new suspicion, to register a new datum,
to plan a new experience- all this will trigger activity between the mind and
reality by way of reflexion. Reflecting is conversing with oneself. Or even
conversing with another visitor. The idea is to understand. In a museum it’s
even possible to stimulate sudden understanding.”]
-Wagensberg, 37.

[“The motto of the competition design was ‘Love it- Live it’. This
phrase is meaningless, but says something about the wish to make
an intense, joyous, all-encompassing building; a museum for people
to move through, dream, learn, look and let themselves be oriented by
fascinations, light and space...”]
-Van Berkel, 53.

quotations
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quantitative program
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program element size relationships
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program element adacency relationships
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concept/program
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concept/program
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the building is a intertwining showcase of the automobile from historical origin to future concept
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[site information]
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[“Boston is the largest city in New England, the capital of Massachusetts, and the dominant metropolis of the northeast corner of
the United States. An old Atlantic seaport, founded in 1630, it grew
up with the country. The metropolitan area’s population is 2,870,000,
making it the ninth largest in the country. The city of Boston itself,
population 574,000, lies at the coastal center of a ring of cities and
towns. More than that of most cities in America, its present condition
is the result of continuous reworking by successive generations who
have drained, filled, leveled, planted, built, and rebuilt the 48.4 square
miles that lie within its municipal boundaries.”]
-Krieger, 3.

Access to the site from beyond the extent of the city travelling on I-93
is a straightforward process, [illustrated in diagram] only requiring a
few turns of the steering wheel. Pedestrian access from within the
city is facilitated by the main axis of Washington Street.

VMoAH

The site is located within walking distance of the down city area
of Boston. Currently, the site located at 575 Washington Street is a
parking lot. The current public and private usage of the parking lot will
be preserved.

A site located directly within the busy downtown area of Boston
would be optimal for pedestrian access, but since the program
involves a vehicle repair facility, automobile street access needs to be
possible.
Since the Volvo Museum of Automotive History involves a public
museum component, it requires a location which is nearby to active
art galleries. It is intended that the visitors who peruse those galleries
will find their way to the VMoAH.

site introduction
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Pedestrian exposure to the building is critical for success. Currently utilized pedestrian paths in the city of Boston pass directly
in front of the proposed site [see diagram], which will give the
VMoAH the pedestrian presence that it needs.
Parking within the Midtown and Chinatown areas of Boston
in which the site is embedded offer public parking in garages
located near to the site, and in spaces parallel to city streets.
Public transit stops are located within close walking distance
to the site, which will enable visitors to reach the building with
ease and clarity.
This large site will adequately accommodate the large necessary amount of programmatic square footage of the VMoAH
as illustrated in Program analysis.

site introduction
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site in relation to building footprints: Boston Proper
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country-to-site location focus
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driving approach from the South to 575 Washington St., Boston, via I-93 and Kneeland Ave
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panoramic view of site from pedestrian eye level
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VMoAH
evening (6pm Saturday Dec. 8) panoramic view of site from pedestrian eye level
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VMoAH
zoning map of the Midtown Cultural District of Boston
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VMoAH
Boston perimeter growth 1630-2000
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aerial overhead
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[

=site] [

=Washington Street public realm]
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[

=site] Big Dig parcels as of 2006. Site is unaffected by planned subterranean development.
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[ * =site] [

=city tourist paths] [

=Boston Planned Development Areas as of 2006]
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[ * =site] [

=outlined Central Artery Corridors as indicated by the City of Boston 2006]
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[

=site] Elevations of nearby Chinatown buildings
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[ * =site] [

=outlined city boundary of Boston] [

outline delineates city parcels]
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[ * =site] [

=areas able to apply for a liquor license. Cafe’ has the option to serve alcohol]
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[ * =site] [indication of major roadways and T metro stations in operation as of 2006]
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[ * =site] [

=areas within ~3min walking access to metro stations]
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currently trafficked pedestrian routes as noted by City of Boston as of November 2007
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[ * =site] [

=land parcels, 2006]
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[ * =site] [topographic composition of the surrounding Boston area]
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[ * =site] [ * =South Station] [

=train routes]
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[ * =site] [

&

lines=major roads with access to Boston area]
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[ * =site] [

line=shoreline in 1630]
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[ * =site] [water and green space within Boston]
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VMoAH

art gallery proximities to site
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[

=representation of Boston Urban Renewal planned areas in 2003]
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[

=site] [

=current land parcels] [

=building layout as of 1814]
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[

=site] [

=current land parcels] [

=building layout as of 1883]
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[

arrows=vehicular circulation]
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VMoAH
[

=site] digital aerial view depicting adjacent building massing and open spaces
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VMoAH
[ * =site] Midtown map depicting building use in the zone
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VMoAH
aerial view of site from the North
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VMoAH
areas of public interaction on perimeter of site
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VMoAH
buildings surrounding immediate perimeter of site
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cars currently exist passively on the site
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VMoAH
automobiles become an engaging presence
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surrounding site activity
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materials on site
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corner conditions
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N

preliminary site section [north to south]
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N

preliminary site section [east to west]
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N

preliminary site section [east to west]
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The site is located in the PDAII (Planned Development Area)
section of the Midtown Cultural District of Boston, Massachusetts at 575 Washington Street. The Zoning and Building code
requirements and restrictions highlighted in this document are in
accordance with the International Building Code as well as the
Midtown Cultural District Building Code of this particular location
in the city of Boston (MCD Boston Code). The lot is a trapezoidal
shape, consisting of ~50,000sq.ft.
The following excerpts relate to the pertinent sections
of the Midtown Cultural District Building and Zoning Code of
Boston (Article 38 in Boston Building Code), which regulates the
construction of this facility. The particular code source will be
noted as is necessary.
SPATIAL STANDARDS:
Minimum Lot Area with Public Sewer: 50,000sq.ft.
Minimum Lot Frontage: 100%
Minimum Setbacks: No setback
Front: none
Side: none
Rear: none
Maximum Lot Coverage: 100%
Maximum Height: 400’
FAR: 10-14
Maximum square footage as denoted by MCD
There are Sky Plane Setbacks required that regulate the minimum average depth of setback from street wall illustrated in
table D.

code analysis
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PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
Since this site is located in a designated Planned Development
Area, there are a number of requirements and specifications
that the proposed design must meet in order to gain approval.
The full list of applicable performance standards is included at
the end of the code analysis section.
The following excerpts relate to the pertinent sections of the International Building Code as well as the Midtown Building Code
of Boston, which regulate the construction of this facility. The
particular code source will be noted as necessary.
USE GROUP CLASSIFICATION:
According to the IBC, motor vehicle showrooms and laboratories
for testing/research fall under the category (304.1) of Business
Occupancy. The café’ is classified as Assembly (A-2), Since the
program contains gallery exhibition space, administrative offices
as well as a museum component, it is classified as Assembly
(A-3). The concept design factory that will utilize metals and
plastics as well as machines falls under the category (306.2)
of Factory Industrial F-1. The below-grade parking structure falls
under the category (406.2) of Parking Garages and must adhere
to the regulations of that category.
HEIGHT AREA LIMITATIONS:
_Based on a non-combustible building type (1A):
The IBC specifies that allowable building height for A-2, A-3, F1,
and B is unlimited as is building area.
According to Article 38 of the building code of the Midtown
Cultural District of Boston, Massachusetts, the location of the
site in a PDA II zone stipulates a maximum height of 400’, and
a maximum FAR of 10-14.

code analysis
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FIRE RESISTANCE:
(601 and 602)
Structural frame 3 hour rated.
Exterior load bearing walls 3 hour rated.
Bearing interior/exterior walls 3 hour rated.
Non-bearing interior walls and partitions 0 hour rated.
Fire walls and party walls 3 hour rated.
Floor construction including supporting beams and joists 2 hour
rated.
Roof construction including supporting beams and joists 1.5 hour
rated.
FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM:
Required
FIRE ALARM AND DETECTION SYSTEMS:
(904.1)
A fire alarm system is required for buildings of two stories or
more above the level of exit discharge.
According to IBC 907.2.1, group A, F,and B occupancies must
have a manual fire alarm system installed since the occupancy load will be 500 persons or more. If the occupancy load
is over 1,000, group A occupancies require a signal (siren, voice
announcement) upon alarm activation in accordance with
[F]907.2.1.1. If equipped with an automatic sprinkler system, manual fire alarm boxes are not required, and the alarm notification
system will activate upon sprinkler water flow. Emergency
power must be provided to this alarm system in the event of
necessity in accordance with [F]907.2.1.2.

code analysis
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1. Use Regulations. Proposed Projects within PDAs are subject to the use
regulations set forth in Section 38-18;.
2. Dimensional Regulations. Proposed Projects within PDAs shall be in
Substantial Accord with the building height and FAR standards set forth in
Table A of this article and as follows: (d) within PDAIV, a maximum building height range of one hundred fifty-five (155) feet to
two hundred seventy-five (275) feet, and FARs of 10 to 14; and (e) within
PDA-V, a maximum building height of one hundred fifty-five (155’) feet to
four hundred ninety-five (495’) feet, and FARs of 10 to 14.

VMoAH

^SECTION 38-11. Planned Development Areas: Use and Dimensional
Regulations. The land use and dimensional regulations for PDAs are established by
this section and in Table A to this article.

+ Provided that in a PDA which exceeds three (3) acres, one building, or a
portion thereof, may have a building height in Substantial Accord with four
hundred sixty-five (465) feet. See Section 38-11.2(b).
* In Proposed Projects to exceed a building height of 155’, at least fifty
percent (50%) of the gross floor area above the height of one hundred
fifty-five feet must consist of uses other than office uses or institutional
uses.

supplemental code information applicable to PDA IV as indicated by code section 38.11 of the Midtown Cultural Area of Boston
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^SECTION 38-14. Planned Development Areas: Public Benefit Criteria.
The Boston Redevelopment Authority may approve a Development Plan as meeting the
requirement of Section 80C-4 (Standards for Planned Development Area Review
Approval) for compliance with the applicable planning and development criteria of this article if
the Development Plan proposes a plan for public benefits, consistent with the Midtown Cultural
District Plan, including one or more of the following: (a) the development of a theater or other
cultural facility, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1, below, of this section; (b) the
substantial rehabilitation of a Landmark, Historic Building, or an existing Theater, in accordance
with the provisions of paragraph 2 of this section; (c) the provision of Affordable housing, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 3 of this section; or (d) within PDA-IV, the provision of
open space, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 7 of this section. The total amount
of gross floor area available for provision of mitigating public benefits under this section shall not
exceed the maximum floor area permissible under the provisions of Section 38-11 and Table A
of this article.
1. Development Plan Approval for Development of New Theater or Other
Cultural Facility.
The Boston Redevelopment Authority may approve a
Development Plan proposing to develop or to cause the development of a
new Theater or other cultural facility if: (a) either (i) the new Theater or other
cultural facility is of a useful condition, size, and type which is appropriate,
under the circumstances pertaining at the time of the application for
Development Plan approval, to contribute to the balance of cultural facilities
responsive to the needs of the Midtown Cultural District, as identified in the
Midtown Cultural District Plan; or (ii) the Development Plan details provision
of sufficient assistance for successful development of a Theater or cultural
facility, including ancillary or accessory facilities such as administrative
offices, rehearsal/studio space, dressing room/green room space, storage
space, or other assistance, as identified in the Midtown Cultural District Plan;
and (b) the Applicant provides evidence of a long-term commitment by the
Applicant itself or a third party either (i) to use the Theater or cultural facility
in accordance with the Midtown Cultural District Plan, or (ii) to lease or
otherwise transfer such Theater or cultural facility for such use (which may
include a lease or transfer to the City of Boston or its designee).

supplemental code information applicable to PDA IV as indicated by code section 38.11 of the Midtown Cultural Area of Boston
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4. Use of Theaters and Cultural Facilities.
The use of any Theater or cultural facility which is developed or substantially rehabilitated for
qualification as a public benefit for Development Plan approval under this article shall be limited
to the uses specified in the Development Plan. Such uses shall be consistent with the uses
specified in the Midtown Cultural District Plan. To
guarantee the continuation of such uses, the Applicant may, but shall not be
required to, lease or otherwise transfer any right, title, and interest in the
Theater or cultural facility to the City of Boston or its designee.
^SECTION 38-16. Planned Development Areas: General Design and
Environmental Impact Standards.
In addition to the Large Project Review requirements set forth in Article 80 of this code, Proposed Projects submitted for approval as part of an application for Development Plan approval
under Planned Development Area Review shall be in substantial accord with the General
Design and Environmental Impact Standards described herein. The purpose of these additional
standards is to maintain and improve the quality of life in the Midtown area, with particular
regard to Chinatown, the Midtown Cultural District, Bay Village, the Boston Common and the
Public Garden, and Landmarks and Historic Buildings.
1. Shadow Criteria. Each Proposed Project shall be arranged and designed in
a way to assure that it does not cast shadows for more than two hours from
8:00 a.m. through 2:30 p.m., on any day from March 21 through October 21,
in any calendar year, on any single Shadow Impact Area, depicted on Map
1A of this code, that either (a) is not cast in shadow during such period on
such days by structures existing as of the effective date of this article; or (b)
would not be cast in shadow during such period on such days by structures
built to the as-of-right limits allowed by this article, whichever structures cast
the greater shadow, provided that an area of the Boston Common not to
exceed one acre may be shaded beyond the two-hour period, such area to
be calculated as the sum of the areas shaded at the two-hour limit by the
Proposed Project and all structures constructed after the effective date of
this article exceeding the building sizes described in clauses (a) and (b),
above. Any Proposed Project casting any net new shadow on the Boston
Common by reason of its exceeding the building sizes described in clauses
(a) and (b), above, shall be required to mitigate the impact by contributing to
turf, tree, statuary, park furniture, and path maintenance and capital
improvements that are designed to promote the passive or active enjoyment (con’t)
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of the Boston Common. The contribution, as determined in consultation with
the City of Boston acting through its Parks and Recreation Department and
appropriate community and neighborhood groups, and in conformity with
written regulations to be adopted by the Boston Redevelopment Authority
after public notice and hearing, shall be based on the following factors:
(i) the amount and duration of the shadow as it diminishes the sunlit area of
the Boston Common; (ii) the costs of mitigating the shadow impact on sunlit
areas; and (iii) such other factors as are related to preserving the qualities of
the Boston Common affected by the Proposed Project, including but not
limited to the decreased enjoyment of the Boston Common as a result of
additional shadow.
2. Wind. Buildings shall be designed to avoid excessive and uncomfortable
downdrafts on pedestrians. Each Proposed Project shall be shaped, or
other wind-baffling measures shall be adopted, so that the Proposed Project
will not cause ground-level ambient wind speeds to exceed the standards in
Table B of this section, as follows:

3. Transportation Access. The Transportation Access Plan, if required for
Large Project Review, shall demonstrate that the location of the Proposed
Project with respect to vehicular access and circulation, and proximity to
other transportation systems, is suitable for increased floor area. By its
design and management, the Proposed Project shall emphasize use of
mass transit and feasible measures to be undertaken to limit the impact of
the Proposed Project on traffic congestion.
4. Skyline Plan. Each Proposed Project shall be generally consistent in height
and form with the modified high spine/cluster skyline plan described in the
text of the Midtown Cultural District Plan. The minimum distance between
separate building elements of more than one hundred fifty-five (155) feet in
height is one hundred twenty-five (125) feet; provided that this provision is (con’t)
supplemental code information applicable to PDA IV as indicated by code section 38.11 of the Midtown Cultural Area of Boston
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not applicable where two or more public ways lie between such building
elements, or no public way lies between such building elements. In its
review of the application for Development Plan approval, the Boston
Redevelopment Authority shall take into consideration existing structures,
and structures for which Zoning Relief has been granted by the Board of
Appeal, or structures for which Development Plan approval has been
granted by the Boston Redevelopment Authority.
5. Landmarks and Historic Buildings. Each Proposed Project shall be generally
designed and arranged in such a way as to limit the reduction of light and air
surrounding, and physical isolation of or intrusion on, Landmarks and
Historic Buildings and to minimize the shadow impact on their facades.
6. Enhancement of Pedestrian Environment. Each Proposed Project shall
enhance the pedestrian environment, by means such as: (a) pedestrian
pathways connecting to mass transit stations; (b) spaces accommodating
pedestrian activities and public art; (c) materials, landscaping, public art,
lighting, and furniture that enhance the pedestrian environment; (d) shopping
or entertainment opportunities, including interior retail uses; (e) pedestrian
systems that encourage more trips on foot; and (f) other attributes that
improve the pedestrian environment and pedestrian access to mass transit
stations; (g) appropriate management and maintenance of public space
within the Proposed Project; and (h) preservation or recreation of the historic
street pattern of the district through exterior or interior pedestrian
passageways and through-block corridors.
7. Boston Civic Design Commission Review. Each Proposed Project shall be
subject to review by the Boston Civic Design Commission, in accordance
with the provisions of Article 28.
1. Ground Level and Cultural Uses. Within any Proposed Project, uses with
street frontage located on the ground level or entered by stairs from a
sidewalk entry, except for lobby entrances, are limited to Ground Level
Uses and Cultural Uses, as listed in Appendix B to this article. All other uses
with street frontage which are allowed by this section are conditional uses
when located on the ground level or entered by stairs from a sidewalk entry.
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(b) Restaurant and Entertainment Uses. Limited to the service or sale of
food or drink for on-premises consumption; concert hall; Theater,
commercial or nonprofit (including motion picture or video Theater, but
not drive-in Theater); art galleries, nonprofit or for profit.
(c) Office Uses. Limited to offices of cultural groups; offices of community
service organizations; business or professional offices; real estate,
insurance, or other agency or government office; office building; post
office; bank (other than drive-in bank) or similar establishment; dance,
Theater, or music rehearsal studio; artist studio or work space.
(j) Service Uses. Limited to video or film production studio; barber shop;
beauty shop; shoe repair shop; self-service laundry; pick-up and
delivery station of laundry or dry-cleaner; tailor shop; hand laundry;
dry-cleaning shop; framer’s studio; caterer’s establishment;
photographer’s studio; printing plant; taxidermist’s shop; upholster’s
shop; carpenter’s shop; electrician’s shop; plumber’s shop; radio and
television repair shop; funeral home; undertaker’s establishment;
mortuary; research laboratory; radio or television studio; or similar use
provided that in laundries and cleaning establishments, only
nonflammable solvents are used for cleaning; animal hospital or clinic.
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5. Allowed Uses. No land or structure in the Midtown Cultural District shall be
erected, used, or arranged or designed to be used, in whole or in part, for
any use except under the provisions of Section 38-18.6 and Article 6,
Conditional Uses, unless such use is specified in this Section 38-18.5. Any
use so specified shall be allowed as a matter of right, subject only to the
requirements set forth in this Section 38-18 and Section 38-21.

(p) Accessory Uses subject to the limitations and restrictions of Article 10, limited to: (i) a garage or parking
space for occupants, employees, students, and visitors, provided that such use is accessory to a residential use, a hotel or motel, a group care residence, or a dormitory, fraternity, or sorority house; (ii) a swimming
pool or tennis court; (iii) the storage of flammable liquids and gases incidental to a lawful use; (iv) the
manufacture, assembly, or packaging of products sold on the lot; (v) the maintenance and operation of not
more than four amusement game machines accessory to eating and drinking establishments; (vi) any
use ancillary to, and ordinarily incident to, a lawful main use, provided that any such use shall be subject
to the same restrictions, conditions, limitations, provisos, and safeguards as theuse to which it is accessory; (vii) the maintenance and operation of an indoor payphone, provided that such use shall be forbidden
unless ocated within a building at least ten (10) feet from an entrance (con’t).
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1. Street Wall Continuity. The Street Wall of any Proposed Project shall be
built:
(a) to be coextensive with at least eighty percent (80%) of the “Existing
Building Alignment” of the block on which the Proposed Project fronts,
established pursuant to Section 18-2 of this code; or
(b) to a depth from the street line equal to that of at least eighty percent
(80%) of the Existing Building Alignment of either block adjacent to the
block on which the Proposed Project is located, if there is no Existing
Building Alignment of such block.
Recess Above Display Window Area Street Wall*
Maximum Depth Maximum Aggregate Surface Area
fifteen (15) feet twenty percent (20%)
* Recesses do not include windows, which must be indented.
2. Street Wall Height. The “Street Wall Height” of Proposed Projects within the
Midtown Cultural District shall not exceed ninety (90) feet. The endwall of a
street which is a cul-de-sac does not count as a Street Wall for the purposes
of this Section 38-19.
3. Display Window Area Regulations. The provisions of this paragraph apply
only to Proposed Projects of fifty thousand (50,000) or more square feet.
The term “Display Window Area” means that volumetric area of any such
Proposed Project that is (i) within a depth of four (4) feet from the Street Wall
of the Proposed Project; and (ii) between a height of two (2) feet above the
ground floor and the height of the underside of the floor structure of the
second floor of the Proposed Project, or fourteen (14) feet, whichever is less.
The Display Window Area excludes any area of Street Wall serving as
ingress or egress to the interior of the Proposed Project, including off-street
loading berths or accessory off-street parking, or lobby or storefront
entrances; provided that no single lobby area shall occupy more than forty
(40) feet of street frontage.
(a) Display Window Area Street Wall Transparency. The Display Window
Area Street Wall shall be appropriately glazed and transparent for
attractiveness to pedestrians, as certified to by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority in accordance with the Urban Design
Component of Large Project Review. Article 11 of this code applies to
supplemental code information applicable to PDA IV as indicated by code section 38.11 of the Midtown Cultural Area of Boston
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any painting or signs on the Display Window Area Street Wall, and to
signs in the Display Window Area.
(b) Display Window Area Street Wall Continuity. The Display Window
Area Street Wall shall be sufficiently coextensive with the Street Wall
line, established pursuant to paragraph 1 of this section, to spatially
reinforce such Street Wall line.

Maximum Depth Maximum Aggregate Surface Area
ten (10) feet thirty percent (30%)
two (2) feet fifty percent (50%)
* The restrictions on recesses are not applicable to pedestrian
arcades.
(c) Display Window Area Usage. To a depth of at least two (2) feet behind
the Display Window Area Street Wall there shall be: (i) an area for the
display of goods and services available for purchase on the premises;
or (ii) an area for exhibits and announcements. The provisions of this
subparagraph are not applicable to foyer space for cultural activities,
restaurants, or other active storefront uses.
4. Setback Requirements.
(a) Sky Plane Setbacks. Other than decorative cornices and other surface
ornamentation, every portion of a Proposed Project (including, but not
limited to, mechanical equipment) above the Street Wall Height of such
Proposed Project shall be set back by not less than the amount of the
“Sky Plane Setbacks” established in Table D for the Street Wall
Heights and building heights of one hundred fifty-five (155) feet and
two hundred thirty-five (235) feet. Portions of a Proposed Project more
than one hundred fifty-five (155’) feet high should be treated in a
manner to create a visually distinctive roof or other termination of the
facade of the Proposed Project.
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(b) Maximum Floor Plates. Notwithstanding any provision in this
Section 38-19 to the contrary, above a height of one hundred
twenty-five (125) feet the average gross floor area per floor of
separate elements of a Proposed Project shall not exceed
twenty-two thousand five hundred (22,500) square feet; and no
single floor shall exceed a maximum floor area of twenty-five
thousand (25,000) square feet.
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The Sky Plane Setback provisions established in this paragraph
shall not be applicable to the extent that, as a consequence of
such provisions, the maximum possible gross floor area for any
floor of a Proposed Project would be less than nine thousand
(9,000) square feet.

(c) The principal facade of a building may violate the setback
requirements up to the one hundred fifty-five (155) foot level, up
to a maximum of 35 feet horizontal dimension or one bay or
thirty percent (30%) of total horizontal length of the principal
facade, whichever is greater.
(d) Corner Conditions for Corner Lot Buildings. The corner
condition may be either a continuous curve that follows the
curve of the street or a notched setback at the intersection of
the two facade planes. The treatment may be a curve, a
projection (bay), or a recessed element. The maximum
horizontal dimension of the notch cannot exceed one bay or 35
feet from the intersection of the two planes, whichever is less.
The form and character of the treatment will be determined
through the Urban Design Component of Large Project Review.
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The museum is sited on the Neckar
River in Stuttgart, Germany.
The Mercedes Museum is located on a
more open area than the urban Boston
site of the VMoAH.

precedent [mercedes-benz museum]
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CosmoCaixa [science museum]
2004
Terradas Architects
Barcelona
“Part of the architecture of a museum is museology, part of the
museology of a museum is architecture.” -Jorge Wagensberg
Embedded within CosmoCaixa is a spiral ramp structure called
the “Tree of Life,” in direct relation to the Amazon exhibits located
in the same wing. This spiral ramp puts the visitors on display as
they climb upwards. The open gallery cylinders in the VMoAHwould achieve this as visitors in all departments of the center
would have a view of the ascending vehicles, putting them on
“indirect display.”

CosmoCaixa was designed with transparency in mind which
has resulted in a design that allows visitors to be in constant
connection with the programmatic elements around them. A
clear view of what is ahead has been created for visitors of the
museum through continuous lines of vision throughout the building. The layout and construction of the VMoAH allows visitors
to maintain sight of many of the museum’s galleries as they
proceed through the exhibition spaces.

precedent [CosmoCaixa]
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precedent [CosmoCaixa]
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MoMA
2004
Yoshio Taniguchi
New York, NY
MoMA is unlike the VMoAH in the sense that the art on display
will cycle much more often and refresh at a much more rapid
pace, but it is alike the VMoAH in the way in which it will evolve
not only what is on display, but the minds of the visitors who
view the artwork on display in the galleries.
MoMA has a much more broad collection than does the VMoAH,
but the diversity of the collection in MoMA can be mimicked by
the VMoAH through the inclusioin of a multitude of varying gallery
themes, from the macro scale of the entire automobile itself, to
the history, to the mechanical equipment involved. Also, the way
in which the vehicles and machinery is presented can have a
very strong effect on the overall preception of the exhibit.
The open central core of the structure and the opportunity for
visual contact across many levels both horizontal and vertical is
a concept that is strongly rooted in the VMoAH.
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precedent [MoMA, NY]
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[concept/final project design]
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concept/progress : draw pedestrians into the site
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final project design
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vehicle museum

repair facility

customer feedback

purchase showroom

concept showroom

concept design

FOR VOLVO

This large site will adequately accommodate the large necessary amount
of programmatic square footage of the VDC.

Public transit stops are located within close walking distance to the site,
which will enable visitors to reach the building with ease and clarity.

Pedestrian exposure to the building is critical for success. Currently
utilized pedestrian paths in the city of Boston pass directly in front of the
proposed site, which will give the VDC the pedestrian presence that it
needs. The Washington Street facade of the building will be extremely
transparent in order to display the museum pieces as well as the products in the new showroom.

A site located directly within the busy downtown area of Boston would be
optimal for pedestrian access, but since the program involves a vehicle
repair facility, easy automobile street access needs to be possible.
Since the Volvo Discovery Center involves a public museum component, it
requires a location which is nearby to active art galleries. It is intended
that the visitors who peruse those galleries will find their way to the VDC.

The chosen site is located within walking distance of the downcity area of
Boston. Currently, the site located at 575 Washington Street is a parking
lot. The current public and private usage of the parking lot will be preserved with the relocation of the lot below the VDC.

site information

N

art galleries in close proximity

designated pedestrian paths within Boston

575 Washington Street
Boston, MA
-71.062 Longitude
42.353 Latitude

_The Volvo Discovery Center is a culmination of many aspects of the carmaker’s vehicle design, development, history,
sales, and service. This particular combination of programmatic elements in one space is an effort to take Internet
research, review, exploration, and purchase of an automobile and re-insert it into a physical environment. The project
will place the potential consumer in direct contact with the brand of vehicle that he or she has chosen to research
and/or buy, and other human beings who are there for the same reason.
_Current auto dealerships are awkward, cluttered, pushy, and uncomfortable. From the cluttered lot to the highpressure sales and lack of interaction among customers, today’s typical automobile dealership is a failure.
_This all-inclusive automobile world that will encourage personal interaction is conceived and designed from a functionalist standpoint of efficient, coherent design. The Volvo Discovery Center provides consumers with an opportunity to
investigate automobiles as well as each other in an environment that is clear, relaxed, and unified. The automobile
dealership will no longer be about reeling in customers with the sole intention of forcing a new car into their lives, but
instead it will be a socially interactive place infused with learning and discovery that just so happens to sell cars.

PROJECT

_The Internet is taking over for physical exploration. Tasks
which once were entirely physical are now being completed
while seated, staring impersonally into a static computer
screen. People sit in voluntary solitary confinement as they
select and purchase essential products that they rely greatly
upon in their daily lives before ever laying a finger on them.
_Selecting an automobile for purchase once involved personal
research; asking the opinions of friends, visiting dealership
upon dealership to uncover the “perfect” car, and delving into a
carmaker’s history to determine their benchmarks.
_Many people begin and end the workday in their automobile.
The relationship between automobile and owner should be just
as personal as the daily reliance that the person has on the
four-wheeled machine.
_An informed selection of the “right” vehicle begins in a
building that has been designed to give the buyer a clear
view of what the vehicle is and where it came from before
they get behind the wheel. A completely physical process
needs to be returned to the selection of such a substantial
possession of personal utility.

PROBLEM

introduction

Vehicle Discovery Center

TOTAL BUILDING

visitor circulation

120,000

40,000

40,000

20,000
20,000

125,400

36,000
3,000

12,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
20,000
2900

1600
12,000
600
4,000
2900
3200
4600
8800
7800

size (sq.ft.)

Historical achievements are
displayed as well as safety
components, displaying the
carmaker’s commitment to
safety as well as their humble
beginning.

Vehicles are arranged to
suggest motion in relation to
the observer.

The racing passion and resulting accolades of MercedesBenz are on display in the
form of a vehicle exhibit paired
with a video projection

Both production and military
utility vehicles are displayed
amongst each other to display
Mercedes’ versatility. The
mixture of automobile types
mirrors the mixture of the
visiting observers.

“The Mercedes-Benz Museum
elevates the building's installations to the status of architecture, not through exposure
but via their incorporation into
an inclusive design philosophy.
”The works around you belong
to no other culture than your
own. They are much closer to
you and speak more clearly to
you than most of today’s art.”

UNSTUDIO
Stuttgart

Mercedes-Benz Museum

influential precedents

2_the VEHICLE MUSEUM is a showcase of past automotive
accomplishments. On display here is a wide variety of vehicles
to be explored.
4_the CONCEPT SHOWROOM is a display of current conceptual design ideas from the carmaker.
5_the SPIRAL RAMP acts as a vertical link between all public
program elements and as a display element of vehicles that
ascend it.
6_the FEEDBACK FACILITY is an opportunity for current customers to provide opinions on vehicle design, and suggestions
for the future.
7 and 8_the VEHICLE SHOWROOMS are interactive displays
of current vehicle offerings from the carmaker which may be
tested and eventually purchased.
9_in the DESIGN CENTER/FACTORY, vehicle designers experiment with new methods of design as well as construction,
testing, and development of new concepts.
12_the CAFE’ provides users of the facility with a common
mixing point that provides food, beverages, and relaxation.
13_in the RETAIL SHOP, visitors will have the opportunity to
peruse and purchase brand merchandise and accessories.
16_the VEHICLE TEST FACILITIES located on the roof are set
up to allow potential vehicle buyers to fully test their vehicle
before purchase.
19_the VEHICLE REPAIR center houses customer vehicle
maintenance facilities.
20_the PUBLIC PARKING lot is a relocation of the lot which
currently occupies the site..
21_the INVENTORY PARKING and storage lot provides space
below grade for the showroom inventory.

public v. private

TOTAL PARKING

21_inventory parking/storage

[3rd level below grade]

20_public parking

[2nd level below grade]

18_customer and employee parking
19_vehicle repair facilities

[1st level below grade]

16_vehicle test facilities
17_spiral ramp

[roof]

10_upper vehicle museum
11_admin offices
12_café/restaurant
13_retail shop
14_design center/factory
15_spiral ramp

[2nd level]

1_entrance lobby
2_vehicle museum
3_lobby 2
4_concept showroom
5_spiral ramp
6_feedback facility
7_used car showroom
8_new car showroom
9_design center/factory

[ground level]

program element

proposed program

6
5

4
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CosmoCaixa was designed with
transparency in mind which has
resulted in a design that allows
visitors to be in constant connection with the programmatic
elements around them. A clear
view of what is ahead has been
created for visitors of the
museum through continuous
lines of vision throughout the
building. The layout and construction of the Volvo Discovery
Center will allow visitors to maintain a firm grasp of all that the
building has to offer as they
proceed through.

Embedded within CosmoCaixa is
a spiral ramp structure called
the “Tree of Life,” in direct relation to the Amazon exhibits
located in the same wing. This
spiral ramp puts the visitors on
display as they climb upwards.
The spiral ramp in the Volvo
Discovery Center would achieve
this as visitors in all departments
of the center would have a view
of the ascending vehicles, putting
them on “indirect display.”

“Part of the architecture of a
museum is museology, part of
the museology of a museum is
architecture.” -Jorge Wagensberg

Terradas Architects
Barcelona
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CosmoCaixa sci. museum
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C. Patrick McCabe
Independent Project Proposal
Professor Luis Carranza
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